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the following : Railway construction and maintenance, 
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The object of the paper is to point out the necessity 
for the collection and interpretation of geological data
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Showing the Intimate Association of Stratified and 

Unstratified Drift Within Short Distances

with reference to engineering and to give a few examples 
illustrating its practical value.

Glacial Deposits
Glaciers are not of great importance to the engineer, 

even though they may be of considerable scientific interest, 
but the work which they have performed in the past, and 
the deposits which they have built up, are matters of con
siderable value to him, and often present interesting 
problems in connection with various subsurface operations, 
such as tunnelling, dam foundations, aqueduct construc
tion, underground water supply, etc. Glacial deposits 
sometimes serve also as a source of materials of economic
importance.

All Canada and the northern portion of the United 
States were formerly covered by a vast continental glacier. 
As a result of this the engineer at the present day finds 
himself confronted with a number of phenomena, which 
sometimes seem very perplexing, but whose understand
ing is often of vital importance from the financial stand
point.

The glaciated area in Canada is covered with a more or
less continuous mantle of drift of variable thickness. Over
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